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TYPE
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SUMMARY

78324-18

Stolen
Vehicle –
Recovered

Boulder Rock Drive

78657-18

Disturbance
Domestic

Burroughs Drive

78784-18

Larceny
Shoplifter

Garden St. N
(Home Depot)

78784-17

Overdose

Kingswood Drive
Room 115 (Econo
Lodge)

78738-18

Missing
Juvenile

Sederholm Path

2018 Chevrolet Malibu was recovered in Daytona unoccupied. S1
was later located leaving the residence in another vehicle and was
arrested on her active warrant for grand theft (warrant arrest case
78860-18). Owner was notified and vehicle was removed from
FCIC/NCIC.
Deputies responded to a crash and possible domestic altercation.
Suspect vehicle reportedly left prior to Deputies arrival. When
Deputies arrived, it was determined that S1 committed domestic
assault on the mother of his child, V1. Prior to his arrival, he had
sent a written threat to kill/injure to her via text. Suspect vehicle
returned to scene without the S1. 707 completed for domestic
assault and written threats to kill/injure.
S1 observed a white male and white female flee the store with a
drill set and enter a silver Pontiac. Deputy Rossi and Deputy
Ocampo conducted a traffic stop on the vehicle on Palm Coast Pkwy
near I-95. The white male S2 the white female S3 initially provided
a false name and had no identification. Cpl. Barile used a Rapid ID
and was able to identify the S3 female did not have a valid license.
S2 was on probation for arson and on house arrest. The drill set was
valued at $499 and was recovered. Another empty box of a drill set
taken from the Daytona Home Depot store was discovered during
an inventory search appearing that the two have been hitting
several stores. S3 was arrested for grand theft, providing a false
name while detained, and DWLS with knowledge. S2 was arrested
for grand theft and Felony VOP.
23 year old male collapsed due to a possible overdose originally not
thought to be from an opiate. Deputy Parker arrived on scene, the
male had no pulse, and was not breathing. Deputy Parker
administered CPR and the male regained a pulse and took a breath.
Rescue arrived on scene and transported the male to FHF. Narcan
was given by rescue and the male was awake at FHF. ISD
responded.
Juvenile last seen at approximately 7:00pm yesterday as he
grabbed a backpack and left the residence. Multiple areas checked
with negative results. Deputy Landi notified as well. Juvenile
entered into FCIC/NCIC.

